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Abstract: Indigenous Songs play an important role in the development of young children learning the mother 

language. This paper begins by looking at why indigenous songs can be considered valuable pedagogical tools 

in teaching the mother tongue this K12 curriculum of the (DepEd) Department of Education. In particular, it 

will discuss how indigenous songs are used in communication arts that can help young learners (particularly 

those who are not from Bontoc) of Bontoc Central School in Bontoc, Mountain Province improve their 

communication skills. The researcher will also discuss how the selected indigenous songs can reflect culture 

and increase the young learner’s overall enjoyment of learning a mother language and second language on 

songs translated into English. The researcher will then attempt to show, through useful examples, how the 

selected indigenous songs (both in mother tongue and English translation) can be used as language tasks. 

Finally, the paper aims to explore how indigenous songs for children can be adapted to suit a particular theme 

or part of the curriculum a teacher in the primary level might wish to teach in the mother tongue teaching. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Children’s literature is a literary category that seeks to educate and delight children, and sometimes to 

persuade them on certain issues. Its purpose is, generally speaking, to introduce children to reading in a positive 

and amusing manner, while educating them, as stated earlier, about the more fundamental aspects of life.  

Children’s literature is an excellent example of a genre in which there is clear and obvious correlation 

between content and form. Words are limited, though the actual amount of text varies from every selection. 

They are almost always paired with large illustrations. These images depict the action occurring in the book and 

are a fundamental aspect of the genre. 

Most children enjoy singing songs, and they can often be a welcome change from the routine of 

learning a language, be it the first and the second language. In the classroom situation, songs are very effective 

motivations every teachers must taught and can play an important role in the development of language in young 

children learning the mother language in the K12 curriculum, these days. Yet songs may be used quite 

ineffectively and the potential for language learning is not maximized. 

This paper examines why indigenous songs are considered very useful pedagogical tools in teaching 

mother tongue in Bontoc, Mountain Province. The researcher then proposes using selected songs as mother 

language learning tasks to make the most of the benefits of using songs and endeavours to show how these 

might be done using practical and motivational examples. Finally, the paper explores how selected Bontok 

indigenous children’s songs could be improved, adapted, or developed to help fellow teachers in the elementary 

level use them more frequently to teach a wider variety of topics, themes, and subject matters. 

 

Conceptual Framework 

This study was chosen by the researcher because of his involvement in the teaching of music and 

literature.  

The researcher has observed from the class that the literary education of students taking teaching 

education as their courses give more emphasis on foreign literature rather than their own Indigenous literature. 

This process has led them away from a nationalistic view of literature. They are fed with plentifully western 

songs about western way of life. 
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The content of materials for the elementary pupils helps to determine their intellectual thinking 

orientation and speak directly of their needs, desires, and aspirations as shaped by their experiences within the 

local community they are into. The study therefore is envisioned to motivate and encourage further inquiries to 

the elementary teachers to develop a more relevant and meaningful educational instructions and programs based 

from any indigenous setting anchored in today’s K12 curriculum feature that primary pupils should learn their 

lessons in their mother tongue of which this study wishes to contribute. 

 This study concerns itself on using Bontok indigenous songs effectively in teaching the mother tongue 

to the primary learners of Bontoc Central School in Bontoc, Mountain Province. In this sense, it could be said 

that the selected Bontok indigenous songs help the primary learners recall new information for a greater 

accomplishment.  

 

Statement of the Problem 

Based on the above background, the aim of the study was to analyse the indigenous songs. 

 Specifically, the study aimed to: 

1. Identify and select indigenous songs considered as valued pedagogical tools in teaching the mother 

tongue to the primary learners. 

2. Examine the educational plans the selected indigenous songs reveal. 

a. On listening skills and pronunciation  

b. On vocabulary and sentence structures  

c. On culture 

d. On enjoyment of learning the mother tongue and the second language 

3. Determine the indigenous songs used as language tasks in the classroom as based from Cameron’s 

Task Features in Teaching. 

 

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

 In this study, the researcher used the qualitative method through observation, textual analysis, and 

interviews. In the first section, the indigenous songs selected will be introduced per example; to answer the first 

question as to why are the indigenous songs considered as valued pedagogical tools and how can these 

indigenous songs help improve the listening skills and pronunciation of primary learners in the K12 curriculum, 

and how can these indigenous songs be useful in the teaching of vocabulary and sentence structures in the K12 

curriculum will be done through interviews and observations will be done. 

 Secondly, content analysis will be further applied to answer the question, how can the selected 

indigenous songs reflect culture and increase young learners’ overall enjoyment of learning the mother tongue 

and the second language. 

 The songs will be further categorized as example, interpreted and explained to answer the last two 

questions on how are useful these indigenous songs in the classroom setting for K12 and how are the selected 

indigenous songs used as language tasks in the classroom based from Cameron’s Task Features in Teaching. 

The basis for the analysis will be done through actual observation and one-on-one interview with the selected 

teachers from the chosen institution in Bontoc central district. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 Children’s songs seek to educate and delight children, and sometimes to persuade them on certain 

issues. Generally speaking, its purpose is to introduce children to reading in a positive and amusing manner, 

while educating them, as stated earlier, about the more fundamental aspects of life. They are excellent examples 

of a genre with a clear and obvious correlation between content and form even though the words are limited, its 

actual amount of text differs from selection to selection notable to children’s imaginations and emotions. The 

tone of such moral and ethical lessons present in some song’s texts is dictated by the social paradigm of the time 

and place in which the work was created. Like for instance some songs written during the twentieth century, 

moral messages are focused around treating others with respect and always seeking to achieve one’s best, no 

matter how long it takes. 

 This study is focused on the selected indigenous songs suited for the primary learners to improve their 

communicative skills, to provide information on the song’s cultural reflection, and contribute advantages why 

the songs are used as pedagogical tools and a language tasks to the K12 curriculum. 
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Songs as Pedagogical Tools 

 On Murphy’s (1992) “Music and Song” as cited by Millington’s (2011) paper “Language Education in 

Asia”, he stated that one advantage of using songs in the young learner classroom is their flexibility of which 

they can used for any purposes in a classroom routine to improve the learners’ communication skills; thus, 

motivating them to be expressive to enjoy and understand the [moral and aesthetic] lessons it provides. Besides 

sheer enjoyment, the learners will be led to discover how the indigenous songs express the sentiments of the 

Bontok Igorot and other indigenous tribes, how they inspire greater human values, and they bring refreshment 

and beauty to the lives of the learners.  

On Listening  

 From an interview of the primary school teachers in Bontoc Central School Bontoc, Mountain Province 

where the study was conducted during the SY 2017-2018, one mentioned that pupils in her classroom can 

become bored and uninterested by frequently attending to a recitation or conversation as they attempt to 

understand the meaning of new words or phrases in context. In contrast, she diverted her strategy by allowing 

her pupils to listen to a song she selected related to her lesson over and over again and she found out that pupils 

can memorize words easily because of the rhythm and melody. One common indigenous song she used was 

“Mangan Ka’s Enpaengngan”, a song by Mr. Felix Khensay, a local composer. This song contains common 

expressions and words repeatedly mentioned in the song that can be used as good listening activities. In a 

teacher’s demonstration during the application, the teacher sang the first stanza first allowing the pupils to 

follow her until they were quite familiar with the words both in English and mother tongue afterwards.  

 

 MANGAN KA’S ENPA-ENGNGAN  EAT A LOT OF HEALTHY FOOD  

 Mangan ka’s enpa-engngan   Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Enpaengngan, enpaengngan   healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s enpaengngan   Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Tatno oman-ancho ka    So that you will grow taller. 

 

 Mangan ka’s omipakneg    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Omipakneg, omipakneg    healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s omipakneg    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Tatno fomikhas ka    so that you will be stronger 

 

 Mangan ka’s enpagkhawis    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Enpagkhawis, enpagkhawis   healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s enpagkhawis    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Isnan sana’y kopkop mo    it is good for your skin 

 

 Mangan ka’s enpakedse    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Enpakedse, enpakedse    healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s enpakedse    eat a lot of healthy food 

 Tatno komekedse ka.    For you to become stronger 

 

 In the above song, it helps to improve the listening skills of the young learners because they are 

provided with listening practice skills on the forms of intonation and rhythm. As translated into the English 

language, it has a stress-timed rhythm, for which the song can help to establish a strong emotional feeling. 

According to a teacher respondent A, she believes that music; as she recalls back her music teacher in her 

elementary years mentioned that music has the power to mark itself into the brain, stating that singing children’s 

songs work in our memory and are therefore satisfactory tools in the communication arts classroom.  

 

On Speaking 

 Children are frequently strong and intense in learning how to create fresh sounds that needs a constant 

practice. Teachers as were observed in Bontoc Central School used pair drills, yet this type of activity is rarely 

interesting for the primary pupils as another primary school teacher-respondent confidently stated when she 

used one of her penned songs adapted from a foreign children’s tune.  

 The song above which Felix Khensay penned was adapted from the popular children’s song “Going 

around the Mulberry Bush” that could be used effectively to teach English rhythm and stress. Since the English 

adaptation is a popular children’s song, it helps the primary pupils boost their confidence in singing thus 
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expressing the words correctly because of the song’s natural rhythm that expresses freely the stressed patters of 

the sounds of the words. 

 Asked about the matter, the teacher concludes from an interview emphasizing “that indigenous words 

and rhythm used in a song even the song is adapted from a foreign melody should be similar with its western 

melody where most children were used to without difficulty in singing the song. “With a constant practice in 

singing the song’s words repeatedly brings joy to the children comparing to the usual boring drills we used to do 

previously.” (interview by the researcher, Bontoc, Mountain Province, September, 2018) 

 

On Vocabulary 

 The selected indigenous songs can provide the opportunity for vocabulary practice for both the mother 

language and English language if translated into the second language. Songs were based from the song’s theme 

and subject that can provide contextual learning on vocabulary. The song, “Kag Tona Nan Angnek (This is the 

Way)” (Khensay, 1992) for example, could be used to review personal hygiene if health is the subject’s theme 

and topic: 

 KAG TONA NAN ANGNEK   THIS IS THE WAY 
 Angnek na’y ensakhaysay,    This is the way I comb my hair 

 Ensakhaysay, ensakhaysay    comb my hair, comb my hair 

 Angnek na’y ensakhaysay,    This is the way I comb my hair 

 Isnan kawiiwiit.     Early in the morning 

 

 Angnek na ay enchaop    This is the way I wash my face 

 ay enchaop, ay enchaop    wash my face, wash my face 

 Angnek na ay enchaop    this is the way I wash my face 

 Isnan kawiiwiit.     Early in the morning. 

 

 Angnek na ay enfolo    This is the way I wash my hands 

 ay enfolo, ay enfolo    Wash my hands, wash my hands 

 Angnek na ay enfolo    This is the way I wash my hands 

 Isnan kawiiwiit.     Early in the morning. 

 

or the song “Meymey-am Nan Ilam (Be careful Little Eyes)” (Khensay, 1992) might be useful for reminding the 

care of ears, eyes, and mouth important to the primary pupils on caring their parts of the body: 

 

 MEYMEY-AM NAN ILAM 

Meymey-am ay mata nan ilam nan ilam 

Meymey-am ay mata nan ilam nan ilam 

Meymey-am, Meymey-am 

Meymey-am ay mata 

Meymey-am ay mata nan ilam nan ilam 

 

Meymey-am ay koweng nan chengngem nan chengngem 

Meymey-am ay koweng nan chengngem nan chengngem 

Meymey-am, Meymey-am 

Meymey-am ay koweng 

Meymey-am ay koweng nan chengngem nan chengngem 

 

Meymey-am ay topek nan kanam nan kanam 

Meymey-am ay topek nan kanam nan kanam 

Meymey-am, Meymey-am 

Meymey-am ay topek 

Meymey-am ay topek nan kanam nan kanam 

 

 BE CAREFUL LITTLE EYES (English Translation) 

 Be careful little eyes what you see what you see 

 Be careful little eyes what you see what you see 

 Be careful, Be careful  

 Be careful little eyes 
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 Be careful little eyes what you see what you see 

 

 Be careful little ears what you hear what you hear 

 Be careful little ears what you hear what you hear 

 Be careful, Be careful  

 Be careful little ears 

 Be careful little ears what you hear what you hear. 

 

 Be careful little mouth what you say what you say 

 Be careful little mouth what you say what you say 

 Be careful, Be careful  

 Be careful little mouth 

 Be careful little mouth what you say what you say. 

 

  

 Most indigenous children’s songs do have an anaphoric lines frequently repeated importantly 

composed for the benefit of the children’s vocabulary acquisition improvement.   

 Millington (2011) stated that some of the vocabulary and language used in traditional and popular 

indigenous songs; however, can cause difficulties for language learners due to their use of low frequency words. 

This is in relevance to what a teacher-respondent emphasized that the songs and the lyrics need to be selected 

carefully to complement the target vocabulary. A difficulty for teachers is finding and selecting songs that are 

suitable both in terms of vocabulary and topic or theme. 

 

Sentence structures and sentence patterns 

 Mostly children’s songs were purposely written with simplicity particularly on the construction of 

sentences to be easily memorized by the children. Among these songs composed were used to strengthen the art 

of questioning inside the classroom. The song “Tabtabukallo” is an example.  

  

Tabtabukallo 

Tabtabukallo! 

Kiya! 

Waday ngen nan asok issa? 

Waday! 

Kanam man ta umali? 

Enka! 

Apay nga napilay? 

Wen- a tay fintak na nan fangak! 

Nu mamingsan adim angangnen ta adik sekten sika. 

Tabtabukallo 

Tabtabukallo! 

Kiya! 

Is my dog there? 

Yes! 

Will you tell it please to come? 

You go! 

Why is it lamed? 

Yes, for it broke my pot! 

Next time, don’t do that otherwise I will choke you.  

  

This song might be useful for practicing WH-question forms, for example. Websites such as The Teacher’s 

Guide or NIEHS Kids’ Pages provide hundreds of children’s songs with lyrics for teachers to use. 

 The length of a phrase in a typical indigenous children’s song is short and often uses simple 

conversational language. Murphy (1992) as cited by Millington (2011) states that the pauses after each phrase 

are typically longer in comparison to the phrase itself, which can allow learners to process the language and 

shadow in real time. Again though, the teacher needs to take care when selecting a song because some songs 

have irregular sentence structures that are not typically used in English conversation. 
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Culture 

 Basing from Jolly (1975), using [indigenous] songs can also give opportunities to the pupils in 

acquiring a clear understanding about the target language’s culture. Many indigenous songs prepared and used 

by some teacher-respondents during the observation reflect the Bontok culture of which according from Shen’s 

(2009) paper, she stated that “language and music are intertwined in songs to interconnect authenticity in an 

artistic culture done in a reality in an exclusive approach”. In one of the researcher’s paper entitled “Rhymes and 

Reasons: Popular Indigenous Bontok Children’s Rhymes and their Educational Implications (2015)” he stated 

that “the children’s songs are the representation of the target culture and consequently form a “window” for 

learning cultural differences. The teachers are encouraged to introduce the background of each song so that the 

children can achieve a deeper comprehension of the Bontok culture. Remembering also that young learners are 

not mostly from the municipality of Bontok, although they are in fact from the municipality, it is obvious that 

mother tongue spoken in Bontok are not all similar from the barrios of Bontoc. With this, the learners took turns 

to interact appropriately in the Bontok culture context, perceive the cultural concept, get to know other 

classmates using the mother tongue language, and try to form and use the target language. To summarize, the 

Bontok children’s rhymes are good avenues for the children to get in touch with the Bontok cultures and 

customs” (2015, p. 35). Young learners in the primary level can be given the opportunity to learn about seasonal 

or historical events in the target language through songs. 

 

Enjoyment 

 As far as the observation is concerned, one advantageous aspect in using indigenous songs to the pupils 

is the enjoyment of the children while singing some indigenous songs. Children on the other hand usually 

respond immediately to what the teacher says while singing the songs especially if they are familiar with the 

words and sounds. 

 There are significant benefits in using indigenous songs other than just being fun. First, songs can bring 

variety to the everyday classroom routine just like the song of Khensay “Mangan Ka’s Umipa-engngan (Eat a 

Lot of Healthy Food)” and “Meymey-am Nan Ilam (Be Careful Little Eyes)”. These varieties stimulate interest 

and attention, which can help maintain classroom motivation, thereby helping learners to reach higher levels of 

achievement. Secondly, choral songs, in particular, like the song “Tabtabukallo” which is a game song, can help 

to create a relaxed and informal atmosphere that makes the classroom a nonthreatening environment. By 

reducing anxiety, songs can help increase the pupil’s’ interest and motivate them to learn the target language. 

The young pupils often think of songs as entertainment rather than study and therefore find learning the mother 

tongue and English as a second language through songs fun and enjoyable. 

Songs as Tasks 

 An activity for the pupils is defined as “any kind of event that they participate in”, but not all classroom 

activities can be classified as tasks. For an activity to be considered a task, it must have more carefully planned 

and structured events with learner participation as the support. In Cameron’s (1997) paper “The task as a unit for 

teacher development. ELT Journal and “Teaching Languages to Young Learners” (2001) provide “a list of 

defining features of task for use in teaching foreign languages to children” which this paper is based from.  

 

Classroom Tasks for Children Learning a Foreign Language 

1. Have coherence and unity for learners 

a. (From topic, activity and outcome) 

2. Have meaning and purpose for learners 

3. Have a beginning and an end 

4. Involve the learners actively 

5. Have clear language learning goals 

Table 1. The Five Classroom tasks for children learning a foreign language from Cameron, 2001. 

 

 These defining features benefit the teacher because they provide a reference point when planning a 

lesson or analysing a lesson plan; for researchers, it provides a unit around “which to improve an [appreciative] 

understanding of language learning and teaching processes” (Cameron, 1997).  
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Developing a Song into a Task 

 “Kagtona Nan Angnek (This is the Way)”, a popular children’s song often sung by children in Bontok 

even before the K12 curriculum, is used here to illustrate how a song could be developed into a language 

learning task as used by a grade 1 teacher in Bontoc Central School. 

Angnek na’y ensakhaysay, 

Ensakhaysay, ensakhaysay 

Angnek na’y ensakhaysay,  

Isnan kawiiwiit. 

This is the way I comb my hair 

comb my hair, comb my hair 

This is the way I comb my hair 

Early in the morning 

Table 2. The lyrics to the first stanza of Kagtona Nan Angnek / This is the Way. 

However, there are numerous motives why the song “Kagtona Nan Angnek (This is the Way)” is useful 

for philological education purposes. 

 

Kagtona Nan Angnek This is the Way 

1. lyrics are made up mostly of multisyllabic 

words 

1
st
 and 3

rd
 line: 7 syllables 

2
nd

 line: 4 syllables 

4
th

 line: 7 syllables 

2. many of the words are repeated several times 

3. the phrases are short with relatively long 

pauses between each one 

4. it comprised a very simple vocabulary 

5. the song has a repetitive rhythm with a 

recurring beat 

1. lyrics are made up mostly of monosyllabic 

words 

1
st
 and 3

rd
 line: 8 syllables 

2
nd

 line: 6 syllables 

4
th

 line: 6 syllables 

2. many of the words are repeated several times 

3. the phrases are short with relatively long 

pauses between each one 

4. it comprised a very simple vocabulary 

5. the song has a repetitive rhythm with a 

recurring beat 

 

Table 3. Reasons for language learning purposes 

 

 In addition to these features above, there are three (3) stages of tasks for teaching the pupils on 

children’s songs as mentioned by Cameron (2001). They are the preparation stage, core activity stage, and the 

follow up stage. 

 
Figure 1: Three Stages in “Task” for Young Learners from Cameron (2001) 

Preparation stage 

 Basing from the researcher’s observation under a class of a teacher-respondent, one way she used in 

activating vocabulary to her pupils was showing her pupils a picture of children applying the action in the song 

to elicit vocabulary and form basic sentence patterns. For example: 

  Teacher 1:   (pointing to a selected picture) “What is she doing?”  

  Pupils:    “Combing her hair.”  

  Teacher 1:  “What about this picture?”  

  Pupils:   “Washing their faces?” 

  Teacher 1:  “What about this? (Pointing at the picture of a sun) 

  Pupils:   “Sun?” 

The pictures used by a teacher are very applicable in eliciting vocabulary and motivates the practice of 

the sentence structures used in the song.  
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  Of course this is only one option; from another observation, teacher 2 was asked what should be her 

alternative if she may not have access on images to match the song she chose for her class. While she knows 

how to sing, she then asked her pupils to follow her doing actions based from the song they are singing. 

 Whatever songs the teacher choses to activate the pupil’s vocabulary learning, in the end of the 

preparation stage, the pupils should be ready to apply the song in the core stage. 

 

Core stage 

 In this stage, the pupils are ready to perform actions and sing along chorally for several times to 

achieve the objective prepared for this stage which is the pupils’ involvement and maximizing interest of the 

pupils. For example: 

1. The teacher will begin by asking the pupils to sing the song at first. 

2. The teacher let the pupils stand up and sing the song chorally. 

3. The pupils including the teacher sing the song while doing the actions. 

Table 4. Sample guidelines the teacher prepared in her lesson plan. 

 

Follow-up stage 

 In this stage, the pupils have sung the song, did the action, and starts to be encouraged to use the 

vocabulary or sentence structures learned from the song. Again, this depends on the circumstances of the teacher. 

In this stage, this is where the pupils apply the vocabulary learned through sentences construction and other oral 

or written activities prepared by the teacher.  

 

Creating Original Songs 

 As mentioned above, there is a need by the teacher to be precautious enough when selecting a song 

taught in class because the language of some children’s songs can be quite different. If that is the case, slightly 

altering the vocabulary, grammar, or sentence structure is necessary provided the original rhythm is maintained.  

A traditional song can also be adapted from any language to suit a particular theme or part of the curriculum. 

Below is an example that illustrates how this may be done. The song, “Kagtona Nan Angnek (This is the Way)”, 

requires only minor adaptations to make it more suitable for teaching a different topic; in this example, it 

becomes a song about health. 

 

 MANGAN KA’S ENPA-ENGNGAN  EAT A LOT OF HEALTHY FOOD  

 Mangan ka’s enpa-engngan   Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Enpaengngan, enpaengngan   healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s enpaengngan   Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Tatno oman-ancho ka    So that you will grow tall. 

 

 Mangan ka’s omipakneg    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Omipakneg, omipakneg    healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s omipakneg    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Tatno fomikhas ka    so that you will be stronger 

 

 Mangan ka’s enpagkhawis    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Enpagkhawis, enpagkhawis   healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s enpagkhawis    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Isnan sana’y kopkop mo    it is good for your skin 

 

 Mangan ka’s enpakedse    Eat a lot of healthy food 

 Enpakedse, enpakedse    healthy food, healthy food 

 Mangan ka’s enpakedse    eat a lot of healthy food 

 Tatno komekedse ka.    For you to be strong 

By adapting the song in this method, the teacher has the chance to select a particular language feature 

and incorporate it into the song. 
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Conclusions 

The first purpose in presenting this paper is to state a case for developing indigenous songs from 

activities into mother language and second language learning tasks. The second purpose is to highlight how, 

with a little initiative, teachers can adapt indigenous children’s songs to better suit their teaching goals in the 

K12 curriculum. Children’s songs are useful as a pedagogical tool in teaching and learning language. Using the 

selected indigenous songs can help learners in the primary level improve their listening skills and pronunciation; 

they can also be useful for teaching simple vocabulary and simple sentence structures. Probably the greatest 

advantage to using songs in the classroom is that they are pleasurable and entertaining. Unfortunately, 

notwithstanding these benefits, merely singing songs will not teach learners how to interconnect in another 

language. Using indigenous songs as tasks in teaching language might be one way of serving to transfer words 

from songs into use, and maximize the possibility of the indigenous songs as teaching and learning tools in 

teaching mother tongue to the primary pupils of Bontoc Central School in Bontoc, Mountain Province. Adapting 

popular existing children’s songs is one method that teachers can use to increase their repertoire of songs, thus 

giving them more opportunity to use songs in their teaching contexts. 
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